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EDUCATION
2016 University of Florida, B.Sc., Mathematics

RESEARCH INTERESTS
Interaction between classical and algorithmic information theory and the "effectivity gap" separating them.
Algorithmically random sequences. Representation stability and transfer of information. Effective approx-
imations of Kolmogorov complexity in the form of optimal entropy encoders, i.e. data compressors.

RESEARCH ACTIVITY
1. Topological approaches to string similarity: using compression-based dimensionality reduction and persistent

homology to classify binary strings
in progress (with Peter Bubenik and Chris Porter)

2. Existence of optimal compression schemes for algorithmically random sequences
in progress (with Chris Porter)

3. An effective Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem for computably random sequences
in progress (with Chris Porter)

4. PLM-1, a context-mixing compressor for use with NCD
in preparation

5. An introduction to compression methods for data clustering
submission pending, University of Florida Journal of Undergraduate Research

TALKS
1. Axioms of normal compression functions and applications to data analysis,

Mathematics department seminar in logic, University of Florida, November 13 2015
2. The universal information metric on finite binary strings,

Mathematics department seminar in logic, University of Florida, October 30 2015
3. Approximating Kolmogorov complexity for data analysis,

Mathematics department SIAM seminar, University of Florida, October 27 2015

ACADEMIC HONORS
• Student honors, University of Florida
• National Merit scholar
• Florida Bright Futures scholar
• AP national scholar (with distinction)
• Lake Brantley Sciences scholar
• Study abroad, American Language Institute in Fez, Morocco
• International Science and Engineering Fair semi-finalist in physics
• Pacific Rim Exchange Program delegate

CLUBS AND MEMBERSHIPS
• SIAM
• Undergraduate Math Society
• Gainesville Hackerspace

CONFERENCES
2015 Southeastern Logic Conference (SEALS)
2005 International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF)

http://jasonlinehan.com


TEACHING EXPERIENCE
2015 Instructor, Pathway Systems courses on dependency and data modelling methodology
2004 Teaching assistant, Marlborough College Malaysia seminar series
2004 Teaching assistant, AP Biology summer session

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2014–2015 Senior designer and developer, Pathway Systems

• Developed and marketed Blueprints, an enterprise-class graph database and analytics platform.
• Trained junior programmers and conducted didactic code review and knowledge sessions.
• Regularly conferenced with customers and led customer training.
• Starting annual software license is 32,000 USD.
• Customers include: Dassault Falconjet, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Qualcomm, Iceland Air, Costa

Cruciere, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, University of Pennsylvania, Pacific Disaster Center,
St. Jude Children’s Hospital, Telecom Italia, AIG, and Genentech.

2014–2015 Technical advisor, Geometeor LLC
• Implemented octree-based data retreival method for large shapefiles.
• Implemented boundary interpolation algorithm for efficient rendering of large paths.
• Designed spatial indices for locality-based hashing to speed geospatial information retreival.
• Outlined data management and exchange protocols used for a number of engineering project

proposals for Los Angeles County and the Chesapeake Bay Program.

2012–2014 Lead programmer, Pathway Systems
• Developed cml-core a graph database with Rete-style update.
• Developed cml, a proprietary graph query language.
• Developed cml-sync, a subgraph matching and alignment algorithm.
• Developed loom2, a real-time data distribution protocol.
• Developed vex, an internal-use graph rendering and visualization library.
• Developed blueprints-client, a web-based interaction system.

2010 Technical assistant, Department of Biology, University of Florida
• Assisted faculty and staff with equipment and computer tasks.
• Maintained machines in department and associated museum of natural history.
• Provided support for unorthodox electronics such as high speed cameras for studying snake

strikes and wireless transmitter packages for tagging and tracking migratory birds.

OTHER SOFTWARE
• plm-1, a high-performance context-mixing data compressor satisfying normality axioms
• mqtc, a minimum quartet tree cost clustering algorithm
• ytree, a phylogenetic tree library supporting genetic algorithms on quartets
• plex, a lexer analyzer generator in style of GNU lex
• cloth, a lightweight HTTP server for teaching purposes
• nexstar-unix, a computerized control driver for Nexstar-equivalent German equatorial mounts
• barnacle, a procedurally-generated roguelike for Unicode text terminals

COMPUTER SKILLS
Languages: C, C++, Shell, Python, PHP, ECMAScript, SQL, XSL, HTML, CSS, LATEX
Programs: vi/vim, git, coreutils, gcc, makeutils, octave, gnuplot

Systems: Unix, Linux, FreeBSD, OS/X, Plan 9 from Bell Labs

PERSONAL INTERESTS
Besides doing mathematics, I might be found backpacking, sailing, writing, cross-country skiing, reading
ancient Sumerian literature, compulsively programming, or observing variable stars through my fluorite
apochromatic refractor.


